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The Difficul t "Change of Heart門:

A Study of DickensラsDombのαndSon

Fumie Tamai 

I 

Dombey and Son， written in th巴 middleyears of Dickens's career， is the 

novel in which the optimism of the early novels and the pessimism of the 

later novels seem blended together. 1n spite of the happy ending of the 

story，“a pervasive uneasiness，"l which foreshadows the “dark novels"z of 

post-Dombey， is undeniable. 

The pessimism of the “dark novels" emerges from Dickens's deeper 

insight both into society and into human nature. Barbara Hardy says 

that 

his optimism slow1y vanished as his special cases [of social crit-

icismJ accumulated in number and then created a new kind of so-

cial vision and a less answerab1e prob1em.3 

As a s01ution for comp1icated socia1 evils Dickens stresses the necessity 

to regain a humane heart， which is beginning to b巴 10stin the age of in-

dustria1ism. George Orw巴l1'sfamous comment aptly represents the essen-

tial characteristics of Dickens's nove1s: 

1t seems that in every attack Dickens makes upon society he is 
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always pointing to a change of spirit rather than a change of 

structure. . . . Us巴lessto change institution without a “change of 

heart"-that， essentially， is what he is always saying.4 
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Dickens never loses his belief that rnan can be changed; nevertheless， h巴

gradually recognizes the difficulty of a “change of heart" as well as of a 

“change of structure." The rnore insight he gains into hurnan nature， the 

rnore he rea1izes the difficulty of changing the heart of a hurnan being 

As Kathleen Tillotson and Ian Milner have shown， in Dombey and Son 

Dick巴nsis successful in drawing "a character undergoing inner conflict.，，5 

“Mr. Dornbey，" Dickens hirnself wrote in the preface of 1867，“undergoes 

no violent change， either in this book， or in reallife": 

A sense of his injustice is within hirn all along. The rnore he re-

presses it， the rnore unjust he necessarily is. Internal sharne and 

external circurnstances rnay bring the contest to a close in且

week， or a day; but it has been a contest for years， and is only 

fought out after a long balance of victory.6 

Dickens's insight into hurnan nature has becorne profound enough to know 

that a “change of heart" requires “a contest for years." 

Dickens has at the sarne tirne creat巴dsuch characers as Edith Granger， 

who cannot change her heart. By describing two sorts of characters， he 

seerns to ernphasize his recongnition of the difficulty of a “chang巴 of

heart." The purpose of this paper is to show Dickens's deepening insight 

into hurnan nature by exarnining the characterization of Mr. Dornbey and 

of Edith， and to consider the rneaning of a change of heart in the nove1. 
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E 

The process of Mr. Dombey's conv巴rsionis the main subject of the 

novel. How to make this mercenary gentleman learn the value of recipro-

cal human love is the problem which the author has to solve. By the death 

of Paul and the betrayal of Edith and James Carker， Mr. Dombey's dream 

of prosperity for his firm is shattered and broken， but submitting himself 

to Florence as his guiding呂ngel，he finally joins the community of love. 

The wish to live as a changed man-as “another man，" if we borrow 

Scrooge's words-is rea1ized at the end of the 8tory.“In Mr. Dombey，" 

Tillotson has written，“Dicken8 achieves the remarkable feat of making us 

aware of the hidden depth of a character.，，7 To make Mr. Dombey's change 

of heart convincing， Dickens carefully describes the workings of his mind 

under the persona of a stiffnecked counting house businessman. The hid“ 

den yearning for the world of love is always with him， which foreshadows 

his final salv昌tion.

In the process of Mr. Dombey's conversion， Florence acts as the guid-

ing angel that leads him to a community of love. From the beginning of 

the story Mr. Dombey starts his spiritual pilgrimage for conversion in the 

depth of his mind、

In the first chapter Mr. Dombey is introduced as a man whose humane 

feelings are frozen and almost dead‘He cannot sincerely lament the com-

ing death of his wif巴 becauseof his “callous inhumanity":8 

he certainly had a sense within him， that if his wife should 

sicken and decay， he would be very sorry， and that he would find 

a something gone from among his plate and furniture，呂ndother 

household possessions， which was well worth the having， and 
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cou1d not be 10st without sincere regret. Though it wou1d be品

coo1， business-1ike， gentleman1y， self-possessed regret， no doubt‘ 

(p. 5) 
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He has 10ved his wife not as a human being but as one of his “household 

possessions." The subjunctive mood of this passage， however， sounds a 

little tricky. 1t seems as if the narrator wants to imp1y a one-percent possi-

bility of Mr. Dombey's humane fee1ings surviving 

In his subconsciousness Mr. Domb日yfee1s vague attraction for his 

daughter， which turns his indifference towards her into uneasiness. Retro-

specting on his wife's deathbed， he sees F10rence timid1y standing before 

his eyes 

The 1ast time he had seen his slight巳dchild， there had been that 

in the sad embrace between her and her dying mother， which was 

at once a revelation and reproach to him. . . . He cou1d not forget 

that he had had no part in it. That， at th巴 bottomof its clear 

depths of tenderness and truth， 1ay those two figures clasped in 

each other's arms， while he stood on the bank above them， look-

ing down a mere spectator-not a sharer with them-quite shut 

out. (p. 31) 

The stability of his mind is broken， and “an uneaSlll巴ssof an extraordinary 

kind" (p. 31)， which comes from the conflict between the cold inhumanity 

of his persona and awakened yearning for warm humanity in his .depths， 

dominates his mind. 

After th巴 deathof Little Pau1， his uneasiness towards his daughter turns 

into positive hatred， since hesees in her “his own successfu1 riva1 in that 

son's affection" (p. 252). In the train for Leamington， he asks himself with 

increasing bitterness of mind why the object of his hope was removed 
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instead of her (p. 277). However， at the same time 

he knew full well， in his own breast， as he stood there， tinging 

the scene of transition before him with the morbid colours of his 

own mind， and making it a ruin and a picture of decay， instead of 

hopeful change， and promise of better things， that life had quite 

as much to do with his complainings as death. (p. 277) 

“He rejected the ange1， and took up with the tormenting spirit crouching in 

his bosom" (p. 278)， but the image of the angel cannot be extinguished 

from his mind. 

Mr. Dombey's depth of the mind is revea1ed both to r巴adersand to him-

self on the night of his coming home from the honeymoon. Sitting in an 

easy chair and covering his head with a handkerchief， he observes F1or-

ence， who， without his know1edge， a1most changed into a woman. His hid-

den yearning for the world of love emerges from his subconsciousness for 

a moment.“There are yielding moments in the lives of the sternest and 

harshest men，" the narrator says，“though such men often keep their secret 

well" (p. 483). In such a moment， Mr. Dombey has some passing thoughts 

that he had had a happy home within his reach-had had a house-

ho1d spirit bending at his feet-had overlooked it in his stiff-

necked sullen arrogance， and wandered away and 10st himself . . . . 

(p.483) 

For the first time he sees F10rence not as the rival for his 10st boy's affec-

tion but “as the spirit of his home" (p. 484). 

These occasional revelations of Mr. Dombey's secret depths make his 

change of heart persuasive. Edgar J ohnson says: 

. there are readers who have not been convinced of his later 
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change of heart. Their skepticism， how巴ver，ignores both the re-

peated psychological preparations Dick巴nsmakes for it in the 

book and the complex involutions of emotion in human beings.9 

After the elopement of his second wife and bankruptcy of his firm he recog-

nizes that， of a11 around him， Florence alone has never changed (p. 796)， 

and after passing through the chaotic world of hallucinations and illness 

he is regenerated as a changed man. This is not a “vio1ent change" but a 

n昌turalconversIon as a conclusion of his consistent longing for the better 

world. 

国

The scene of the joyous toast in the parlour of the W ooden Midship-

man， which celebrates Mr. Dombey's conversion， forms a contrast to that 

of the 1ast meeting of Florence and Edith in the preceding chapter. After 

the e10pement with Mr. Carker to Dijon， Edith alone returns to London 

and lives in “the close dull house" in Brook Street， where she had spent 

her days before marriage “More sombre and brown than ever， it [the 

house] seemed to have been shut up from the wedding day， and to have 

hoarded darkness and sadness ever since" (p. 823) 

Meeting Edith again， F10rence entreats h巴rto be reconci1ed with her 

father， but Edith refuses it. Florence says to Edith，“Walter . . . is at the 

door， and has brought me here. 1 will tell him that you are repentant; that 

you are changed . . . and he wi11 speak to Papa with me， 1 know" (p. 824). 

But after some conversation Edith answers，“1 do not rep巴ntof what 1 

have done-not yet-for if it were to do again to-morrow， 1 should do it" 

(p.826)目

Why can Edith not repent and change herself? 1t is not simply her pride 
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and haughtiness that prevent her from conversion， because they are also 

Mr. Dombey's characteristics.lO More important are the sense of despair 

and rejection of sa1vation. 

The author introduces Edith to readers in a dramatic way. 1t is in th巴

street of Leamington， wher巳 Mr. Dombey first m巳巴tsher walking beside 

her mother' s wheelchair. 

Wa1king by the side of the chair， and carrying her gossamer para-

sol with a proud and weary air， as if so gr巴atan effort must be 

soon 品bandonedand the parasol dropped， sauntered a much 

younger 1ady， very handsome， very haughty， very wilfu1， who tossed 

her head and drooped her eyelids， as though， if there were any-

thing in al1 the world worth looking into， save a mirror， it certain-

1y was not the earth or sky. (p. 280) 

Her weariness as well as her haughtiness are her remarkable characteris-

tics. Readers may fee1 even a “want of vital power，" which proved fata1 to 

Fanny and Little Pau1; however， it is not her constitution but her spirit 

that is undermined. 

From her childhood Edith has been taught by her motherto“scheme C 

and plot，" namely， to use her own beauty as a means of getting money 

She marries Mr. Dombey， not for 10ve for him but for his wea1th. As Bar-

bara Hardy says，“the self-contemptuous heroines have p1enty of contempt 

for the unequivocally defective characters around them."n Although she 

herself is infected and corrupted by Mammonism， she opposes monetary 

power by despising money-conscious peop1e such as Mrs. Skewton， Mr 

Dombey， and Major Bagstock. Her haughtiness is her mask for resistance， 

by which she isolates herself from the peop1e she despises 

1n spite of her mind corrupted and degenerated by hεr mother's educa-
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tion， Edith recognizes the value of the “¥yarm humanity，，12 in Florence 

from the first目 Thoughshe has never known “what it is to have an honest 

heart， and love" (p. 381)， she is aware of their value. Her impenetrable 

haughtiness is disarmed only in the presence of Florence， because there is 

no need of resistance in the world not infected by Mammonism. WhiIe Mr 

Dombey's yearning for the world of love is hidden in his subconscious-

ness， Edith's is always in h巴rconsciousness. At the last meeting， reflect-

ing of her past， Edith says that Florence might have been her guiding 

む1ge1:

“Florence! . . . purest and best of natures，-whom 1 love-who 

might have changed me long ago， and did for a time work some 

change ev己nin the woman that 1 am . . . ." (p. 824) 

Nevertheless， she could not and cannot be changed. 

The sense of despair is deeply rooted in Edith's mind and overwhelms 

her wish to be converted. Edith analyzes her own pride as follows目

“1 have dreamed . . . of a pride that is all power1ess for good， all 

powerfulfor evil; of a pride that has been galled and goaded， 

through many shameful years， and has never recoiled except upon 

itself;a pride that has debased its owner with the consciousness 

of deep humiliation， and never helped its owner boldly to resent 

it or avoid it， or to say ‘This shall not be!' a pride that， rightly 

guided， might have led perhaps to better things， but which， mis-

directed and perverted， like all els巴belongingto the same posses-

sor， has been self-contempt， mere hardihood and ruin，" (pp. 585-

86) 

The destructive power of h巴rpride has been undermining her heart little 

by little and makes her feel that it is vain to try to r巴sistit and to hope to 
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be happy. When Florence， who feels the estrangement between her father 

and mother more and more， asks Edith whether there is anything she can 

do to make them happier， Edith rep1ies，“Nothing，" and says，“1 have bad 

dreams. Nothing can change them， or prevent their coming back" (p. 585). 

All of her reckless immoral actions-the marriage without love， the re-

vengeful elopement， the betrayal to Mr. Carker-come from this despera-

tion. She rejects even the last chance of conversion by refusing Florence's 

entreaty 

At the back of Edith's despair there lies an immense world of Dombey-

ism， in which“conpetitive greed and indifference to the welfare of others 

create a cynical economic system that spawns all the vices and cruelties 

of society.13 As Raymond Williams points out， in Dombey and Son society 

is presented not only as“a background against which the drama of personal 

virtues and vic巴sis enacted" but also as “the creator of virtues and 

vices.，，14 When Edith says to Florence，“when 1 thought of all the causes 

that had made me what 1 was， 1 needed to have allowed more for the 

causes that had made him [Mr. Dombey] what he was" (p. 827)， she is 

vaguely aware of the influence of society upon people. J ust as cholera 

spreads over the city and infects innumerable people， so “the moral pesti-

lence" prevails in society and drives people into corruption: 

. . . where we generate disease to strike our children down and en-

tail itself on unborn generations， there also we breed， by the same 

certain process， infancy that knows no innocenc巴， youth without 

modesty or shame， maturity that is mature in nothing but in suf-

fering and guilt， blasted old age that is a scandal on the form we 

bear. (p. 620) 

Mr. Dombey's“master vice，" his self-centered pride， is bred in such society， 
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and so is Mrs. Skewton's eccentric avarice. Edith's character is also 

formed partly by the power of society which one can hard1y resist. 

The narrator calls Edith "a woman with a nob1e qua1ity yet dwelling in 

her nature， who was too false to her better self， and too debased and 10st， 

to save herself" (p. 409). Though she has “a noble qua1ity"叩 d“better

seH，" she has no desire to save herself from corruption. She says to her 

mother on the night before her engagement: 

'. . . my education was completed long ago. 1 am too old now， and 

have fallen too 10w， by degrees， to take a new course， and to stop 

yours， and to help myself. The germ of all that purifies a woman's 

breast， and makes it true and good， has never stirred in mine，品nd

1 have nothing e1se to sustain me when 1 despis巴 myself."(p. 382) 

Her weariness， ennui， originates from the despair and the recognition of 

her powerlessness， which prevent her from changing herself. As the 

physical “want of vital power" is fata1 to the flesh， the spiritua1 “want" is 

fatal to the soul. 

H 

Hardy says that“characters 1ike Edith are important because they make 

goodness seem very hard.'必 Theworld of Dombeyism has the power 

which distorts and undermines even the good qualities of peop1e， and in 

such a world a change of heart is certainly a very hard thing. In his origi-

nal p1an Dickens contemplated creating another character who was to 

show corruption and degeneration. In his 1etter to Forster he wrote that he 

intended to show Walter 

gradually and naturally trai1ing away， from that love of adventure 
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and boyish light-h巴artedness，into negligenc巴， idleness， dissipa-

tion， dishonesty， and ruin. To show， in short， that common， every-

day， miserable declension of which we know so much in our 

ordinary life.16 

In this passage we see Dickens's sad recognition of the harsh reality that 

in everyday life people easily fall into corruption and ruin. Dickens ulti-

mately decided to reserve Walter for a happier future， his original idea 

took modified shap巴sin characters in the “dark novels，" such as Richard 

Carstone in Bleak House and William Dorrit in Little Dorrit. 

In Mr. Dombey's change of heart， however， Dickens articulates his re-

fusal to settle for a pessimistic vision. ln the last chapter of Dombey and 

Son a “change of heart" means a “change of structure." The story ends with 

the victory of the community of the W ooden Midshipman， which Mr. 

Dombey finally joins. By his marriage with Florence， Walter realizes the 

legend of Richard Wittington and re-establishes the firm of Dombey and 

Son， which is said to be r巴adyto excel the old one. The old-fashioned 

shop of the Wooden Midshipman gradually prospers and proves to be a 

little before its time instead of being behind it (p. 830). The characteris-

tics of the people of the W ooden Midshipman are originally presented as 

somewhat incompatible with the world of Dombeyism. They are 

threatened by the new age because of their goodness， generosity， and in-

difference to money. After Mr. Dombey's conversion， however， the value 

system of the world is reversed. By changing Mr. Dombey's heart， the au-

thor changes the structure of the whole society 

Some readers may feel that the last chapter is an ov巴roptimistic and im-

proper ending to the story. Lyn Pykett says that Dombey and Son “em-

bodies the idealized and idealistic longing for an apparently 'lost' and ‘un-
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attained' WOrld.，，17 For Dickens， nevertheless， the world realized in the last 

chapter is not an unattainable ideal world 

In chapter 47， after showing readers appal1ing scenes of the world of 

reality in which the “moral pestilence" is prevalent， he invokes “a good 

spirit" as fol1ows: 

Oh for a good spirit who would take the house-tops off， with a 

more pot印 tand benignant hand than th巳 lamedemon in the tale， 

and show a Christian people what dark shapes issue from amidst 

their homes， to swell the retinue of the Destroying Angel田 he

moves forth among them! For only one night's view of the pale 

phantoms nsmg from the scenes of our too-long neglect; and， 

from the thick and sullen呂irwhere Vice and Fever propagate 

together， raining the tremendous social retributions which are 

ever pouring down， and ever coming thicker! Bright and blest the 

morning that should rise on such a night: for men， delayed no 

more by stumbling-blocks of their own making， which are .but 

specks of dust upon the path between them and eternity， would 

then apply themselves， like creatures of one common origin， own-

ing one duty to the Father of one family， and tending to one com-

mon end， to make the world a better place! (p. 620) 

As Wil1iams points out， in this invocation Dickens proclaims the role of a 

novelist and his novel. It is to make plain the unseen reality which others 

cannot see， and then to make people aware of their common duty and com-

mon end “to make the world a better place."18 

Not to be desperate， and to believe in the better world-this is what the 

author essentially wants to say in this novel. Society can be changed only 

bya “change of heart" of individuals. That “it's never too late for a indi・

vidual to mend" (p. 803) is his message to readers as it is delivered to us 
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by Mr. Dombey. 
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